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Purpose & Aims

Methods

Purpose: To examine if an education module improves APP knowledge of MA & 
changes current APP screening practices for MA in cardiovascular patients upon 
admission to the acute care setting. 
• Aim 1: To improve cardiology APP knowledge of MA & screening for MA by 20% 

over 12-weeks using an educational module
• Aim 2: To improve screening for MA by cardiology APPs using DOSE-

Nonadherence in cardiovascular patients by 40% over 6-weeks.

Results Discussion

Limitations

Conclusions

References
Design: Quasi-experimental pre- & post- intervention 
Setting: Large urban integrated academic medical center in the Southeast 
within the Division of Cardiology
Sample: Convenience sample of APPs in the Division of Cardiology
Intervention: Education module on MA & screening for MA in the EMR
Measures:
• 10-item surveys using a 5-point Likert scale to rank the APP’s knowledge of 

MA before & after the intervention
• Subjective surveys for current APP screening & documentation practices 

(pre-intervention) & completion of the intervention (post-intervention)
• Retrospective chart review for MA screening performed by APPs using 

keywords & DOSE-Nonadherence

• Educating APPs on MA & providing a valid & reliable MA screening tool in the EMR can 
improve APP knowledge & screening in cardiovascular patients upon admission to the acute 
care setting. 

• Translation to practice:
• Dissemination of finding at different levels within the organization
• Organization taking steps to integrate MA screening into the permanent EMR 

• Future projects/research:
• Specific populations including patients undergoing evaluation for advanced heart failure 

therapies
• Identification of reasons for nonadherence & interventions for medication nonadherence

Aim 1 
• APP knowledge of MA increased by 

37.3%. 
• The mean score significantly increased 

from pre-intervention (M = 28.7, SD = 
4.8%) to post-intervention (M = 39.4, SD = 
3.3%). 

• The mean difference between the pre- & 
post- intervention (M = 10.7, SD = 5.9%) 
was found to be statistically significant 
(t(15) = 7.279, p < .001). 

Aim 2
• APP screening for MA increased by 

69.6%. The relationship between these 
variables was statistically significant, χ2

(1, N = 16), 114.49, p = <.001).

• May not be representative of the population due to convenience sample. 
• Limit generalizability & confounders may be present due to lack of randomization. 
• Lacked a validated tool for surveys & was not piloted before use to assess for validity & 

reliability.
• Viewing of the education module did not have objective means of assessment.
• Attrition: 51.5% of the data is missing, which was likely due to survey fatigue & competing 

professional priorities. 

• Medication non-adherence is a widespread problem among cardiovascular patients 
that leads to negative patient outcomes.1-7

• One third of prescribed medications are not filled and half are not taken as 
prescribed .1

• Screening for medication adherence (MA) is supported by several leading 
cardiovascular organizations including the American Heart Association (AHA) & the 
American College of Cardiology (ACC).8

• Assessment of MA using self-report is comparable to other methods used for 
assessment.9,10

• Advanced practice providers (APPs) play a critical role in screening for MA on 
admission to the acute care setting. 

• APPs should have knowledge of MA & access to a screening tool within the 
electronic medical record (EMR) to provide comprehensive care to cardiovascular 
patients. 

• Studies are limited specifically evaluating the impact of clinician knowledge on screening rates 
for MA.

• Screening for MA on admission has the ability to identify at-risk patients, allowing for earlier 
intervention & elimination of barriers to MA during the hospitalization.11

• An education module on MA increased knowledge among cardiology APPs & documentation 
of MA screening by cardiology APPs improved by providing a place in the EMR for 
documentation.

• Findings suggest there is a need for increased knowledge for MA in cardiovascular patients 
among cardiology APPs & a demand to integrate a standardized screening tool in the EMR.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will be presenting my poster to the leadership for advanced therapies at my organization. Advanced therapies includes heart transplant and left ventricular assist devices. The leadership team includes heart failure cardiologists, cardiothoracic surgeons, advanced practice providers, or APPs which I will refer to them as moving forward, who specialize in the care of these patients, as well as other consultants who evaluate the patients including psychiatry, psychology, and social workers. As you know, many of our patients who received advanced heart failure therapies are readmitted following their surgery with complications related to their medication non-adherence. This includes acute rejection in the heart transplant population and pump thrombus in patients with left ventricular assist devices. With this problem, I began a literature search to learn about medication adherence and the many facets of it. What we do know is that medication non adherence is quite common in the cardiovascular population and can lead to increased morbidity, mortality and health care expenditure. Screening for medication adherence is a simple way to evaluate patients, and it is supported by cardiovascular organizations such as the American Heart Association and the American College of Cardiology. When I looked at the most effective way to screen patients, as well as considering one that would fit in our organization and workflow, self-report, specifically Domains of Subjective Extent of Non Adherence or DOSE-Nonadherence, was a reliable and validated tool that can be used.As I went down this road of thinking about medication adherence, I started to think about the barriers that we, as providers, have the ability to impact. In a retrospective chart review, I found that less than 4% of our cardiovascular patients were assessed for medication adherence. This was objectively done by searching patient charts for keywords that indicated that medication adherence was addressed on admission. I asked myself why are we not screening patients? This question has led to my quality improvement project that focused on educating APPs about medication adherence and implementing screening for medication adherence in our cardiovascular population.  My project had two aims: one, to improve knowledge among the APPs in the Division of cardiology and two, to improve screening by APPs. To accomplish my aims, I used a quasi-experimental pre and post intervention design and included all APPs in the division. Participants were asked to compete a 10-item survey using a 5-point Likert scale to rank their knowledge of medication adherence. Additionally, APPs were asked to subjectively answer questions about their current screening practices. The intervention was then performed which included two phases: one, APPs were asked to watch a 15-minute education module, and two, to screen patients using DOSE-Nonadherence phrase which was added to our history and physical template in the EMR. Participants were then asked to complete another survey following the intervention that was similar to the pre survey. Additionally, APPs were asked to subjectively answer questions about completion of the intervention. In looking at the results, a convenience sample was used. A total of 33 participants completed survey data, with a final sample of 16 participants.  Regarding aim 1, we found that APP knowledge of medication adherence increased by 37.3%. When looking at the mean difference between pre and post intervention, there was a statistically significant change in APP knowledge. Regarding aim 2, we found that APP screening for medication adherence also increased and quite significantly by 69.6%. This was also found to be statistically significant. So why is this project needed? We know that studies are limited specifically evaluating the impact of clinician knowledge on screening rates for medication adherence. Screening for medication adherence on admission is needed because it has the ability to identify at-risk patients, allowing for earlier intervention & elimination of barriers to medication adherence during the hospitalization.  This project found that an education module on medication adherence not only increased knowledge among cardiology APPs, but also increased documentation of medication adherence in the EM`R. These findings suggest there is 1. a NEED for increased knowledge for medication adherence in cardiovascular patients among cardiology APPs & a demand to integrate a standardized screening tool in the EMR, and this can be best accomplished by educating APPs on medication adherence & providing a valid & reliable screening tool in the EMR can improve APP knowledge & screening in cardiovascular patients upon admission to the acute care setting. At the current time, the organization is taking steps to integrate medication adherence screening into the permanent EMR. In relation to the advanced heart failure therapy populations, these specific populations can benefit from education of APPs, as well as other providers, and by implementation of standardized screening on all patients who are being considered for future therapy. With first identifying patients, we can then understand who is at risk, then take it a step forward and understand the reasons for their nonadherence, and finally, be able to implement interventions that are tailored to the patient to help with future medication adherence and prevent negative outcomes. Thank you all for your time and I look forward to hearing your thoughts on commencing a future project. 
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